
 

 

 

ELITE AND CLASSIC HOME SOCCER 

PLAYFIELD REPLACEMENT 

 

 

 

 

Tools Required: 
 ELECTRIC DRILL WITH 9/64” BIT 

 PHILLIPS SCREWDRIVER 

 RIGHT ANGLE PHILLIPS SCREWDRIVER 

 ALL-PURPOSE CLEANER (Fantastik, Formula 409, Windex or equivalent) 
 CLEAN CLOTH 

 SMALL HAMMER 

 SMALL PRY BAR OR PUTTY KNIFE 
 

1. Have two people carefully turn the cabinet upside down on a soft surface such as 
carpeting.   Be very careful not to scratch the table in the process. 

2. Remove the ball return system by removing the Phillips head screws and any 

additional fasteners, or adhesives.  This is where you may need the hammer, putty 

knife or pry bar.  Exercise care as this return system was not really designed for easy 

removal or replacement.  Take care to note its orientation for re-installation on the 

new playfield.   

This step is fairly complex and will take time and care to do properly.  The words 

“remove the roof of your home and note its installation” are simple to write, but the 

actual process is a whole lot more complicated.  Know for sure if you are comfortable 

doing this before proceeding, because it’s not something you can really blow off midway 

through.  Once you start, you’re committed! 

3. Using the right-angle Phillips screwdriver, remove the four screws in each goal end.  

4. Remove the playfield, install the new playfield, and place the original playfield atop 

the new playfield to use as a template to drill mounting holes using the 9/64” bit. 

5. Reinstall the goal end screws and ball return system removed in steps 3 and 2. 

6. Have two people carefully turn the cabinet top half right side up and re-install on 

cabinet bottom half. 

7. Thoroughly clean the playfield and install the playfield trim. 

 

 

VISIT WWW.VALLEY-DYNAMOPARTS.COM FOR WARRANTY REGISTRATION 

AND REPLACEMENT PARTS ORDERS.    ENJOY YOUR TORNADO TABLE. 


